
 

 

Focus on the Family 

 

Monday, April 3: Encountering Jesus through the Women Who Loved Him 

 

Next time on “Focus on the Family,” Liz Curtis Higgs will help us prepare for Easter by 

examining three Marys in the Bible — Mary of Nazareth, Mary of Bethany, and Mary 

Magdalene. Discover how these women’s lives can shape our faith today! 

 

Tuesday, April 4: Conveying God’s Love Through Discipline - l 

 

You can discipline your child in a God-centered, grace-based way! On the next “Focus on the 

Family,” you’ll learn how to convey love to your child in the midst of misbehavior, how to become a 

calmer parent, and how to see the positive attributes of bad behavior. 

 

Wednesday, April 5: Conveying God’s Love through Discipline - II 

 

Disciplining your child is hard work! On the next “Focus on the Family,” we’ll give you practical ways to 

convey God’s love, even in the midst of misbehavior. You’ll learn the four essential messages kids need 

to hear from you, how to become a calmer parent, and how to make the most of teachable moments. 

 

Thursday, April 6: Surviving a Spiritual Mismatch - I 

 

SHE became a Christian. HE remained an atheist. And both of them found themselves in a difficult 

and lonely marriage. Tune in to the next “Focus on the Family,” when Lee Strobel explains his 

“spiritually mismatched marriage” and how their relationship survived. 

 

 

 



 

Friday, April 7: Surviving a Spiritual Mismatch - II 

 

What do you do when your spouse doesn’t understand your faith? On the next 

“Focus on the Family,” Lee and Leslie Strobel share their story of being 

“spiritually mismatched” in marriage. They’ll talk about what worked and what didn’t, and how 

they were able to navigate through their differences. 

 

Monday, April 10: Simplifying Life, Living More Fully 

 

More is not always better, and stuff does not lead to happiness. On the next “Focus on the Family,” an 

intriguing story of one family’s journey to minimalize their possessions and maximize their lives. You’ll 

learn practical ideas on how to get started decluttering, and the importance of generosity. 

 

Tuesday-Wednesday, April 11-12: Finding Unexpected Blessings in Marriage - I & II 

 

Laura Story is perhaps best known for her contributions in contemporary Christian music, but 

behind her songs is a story of pain, struggle, and God’s redemptive touch. On the next “Focus on 

the Family,” she and her husband, Martin, share how a brain tumor shattered their hopes and 

dreams of a perfect life, but also how God is using their situation to inspire others. 

 

Thursday, April 13: Reasons to Believe in Jesus - I 

 

Did you know that Jesus Christ fulfilled over 300 Old Testament prophecies? Is that reason enough 

to believe He is the Son of God? On a fascinating “Focus on the Family,” British evangelist Jay-

John explains why he is certain that the teachings of Christianity are actually TRUE. 

 

 

 

 



Friday, April 14: Reasons to Believe in Jesus - II 

 

You owed a debt, and you could NOT pay it. But Jesus Christ paid that debt for you on the cross. On the 

Good Friday edition of “Focus on the Family,” British evangelist Jay-John will explain the principles 

behind the crucifixion, and what it means for your faith. 

 

Monday, April 17: Discovering God is Enough 

 

What you do is not who you are! Next time on “Focus on the Family,” Christian comedian Chonda 

Pierce [SHON-duh] describes her efforts to base identity on Christ, instead of her marriage, parenting, 

and comedy career for the past 25 years 

 

Tuesday, April 18: Finding Healing from Sexual Assault - I 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” two women will share honestly about their worst nightmare — 

being raped — and their long recovery from fear, depression, and feeling unworthy. Find out how God 

intervened in their lives, providing healing and hope for the future, in a faith-building program 

 

Wednesday, April 19: Finding Healing from Sexual Assault - II 

 

Next time on “Focus on the Family,” we’ll examine the horrors of sexual assault — and how survivors 

can find new hope and healing from God. Two women will share their miraculous stories of recovery 

and offer practical encouragement to other survivors and their caregivers. 



 

Thursday, April 20: Being a Champion to your Grandkids 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” Mr. Carey Casey shares about the critical importance of 

grandfathers in the lives of their grandkids. He addresses how to bridge the relational gap between the 

generations and how to model integrity to your grandchildren and leave a lasting, godly legacy. 

 

Friday, April 21: Something Significant 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” climb aboard the “Imagination Station” to celebrate thirty years of 

Adventures In Odyssey! You’ll travel around the world with a young boy named Trent, as he witnesses 

God using ordinary people in the most extraordinary ways! The small things you do can be a BIG help 

to God. 

 

 

Monday, April 24: Handling Your Emotions - l 

 

In the busyness of everyday life, it’s easy to wind up yelling at the kids, snapping at our spouse and 

letting emotions derail us. On the next “Focus on the Family,” you don’t have to be a slave to raw 

emotions. You can choose to stop reacting and learn to handle your emotions in a way that’s healthy for 

you and your family. 

Tuesday, April 25: Handling Your Emotions - ll 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” as a working woman and mother of five, Lisa TerKeurst thought she 
had it all together…until she came unglued. Maybe you know the feeling. Maybe you have meltdowns, 
freak-outs and blow-ups … and you can’t seem to stop yourself. Lisa shares how she freed herself from 
this kind of destructive, emotional slavery. 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday-Thursday, April 26-27: Celebrating God through Marriage, Faith & Music – I & II 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” Christian recording artist Steven Curtis Chapman and his wife, 

Mary Beth, share honestly about the struggles they’ve experienced in their faith and marriage over the 

past 30-plus years. It’s a heart-warming message about trusting God, even through difficult days 

 

Friday, April 28: Living with Authenticity 

 

As a Christian, do you aspire to live with authenticity? On the next “Focus on the Family,” Sadie 

Robertson of Duck Dynasty and Dancing with the Stars, will encourage and inspire you to be yourself. 

You’ll learn how to fearlessly live out your faith by embracing happiness and dreaming big. 

 

Monday, May 1: Filling Your Love Tanks 

 

“I love you”….seems pretty easy to say, doesn’t it? But how can you SHOW someone that you love them 

in a way that truly impacts their heart? On the next “Focus on the Family,” Dennis Swanberg offers an 

insightful and humorous look at love languages, and explains how to really show that you care. 

 

Tuesday, May 2: Helping Hurting Kids through Foster Care - I 

 

Hurting kids need a safe place to call home! On the next “Focus on the Family,” we’ll hear about a 

challenging—yet rewarding—ministry opportunity for married couples…becoming foster parents. 

Discover how you can help rescue a needy child with God’s love. 

 

Wednesday, May 3: Helping Hurting Kids through Foster Care - II 

 

Next time on “Focus on the Family,” we’ll hear about one courageous couple who helped transform the 

lives of 24 different children through foster care. But their ministry wouldn’t be possible without 

Christians pitching in to help! Learn how you can support foster parents in your community. 

 



Thursday, May 4:     Letting Your Voice Be Heard in Heaven 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” we’ll observe the National Day of Prayer. U.S. Senate Chaplain Barry 

Black encourages us to ask God for what we need through the power of prayer. With Scripture and 

personal stories, he’ll encourage us to pray with a sense of intimacy with our Abba Father and lift up our 

country and government leaders. 

 

Friday, May 5: Enjoying Mealtime as a Family 

 

Is your family rushing from work or school to the next activity with barely enough time to order even a 

fast food meal? Well, maybe it’s time to slow down. On the next “Focus on the Family,”  Pastor Ted 

Cunningham encourages you to take some simple steps to enjoy your family more by carving out time at 

the dinner table each week. 

 

Monday, May 8: Managing Your Emotions in Marriage - I 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family”—What sets you off? Emotional explosions are bound to happen in 

marriage, but you can control them once you understand the source of your conflict.  We’ll talk about 

unmet expectations, what triggers arguments, avoiding blow-ups and how to make peace. 

 

Tuesday, May 9: Managing Your Emotions in Marriage - II 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family” … want to stop marriage meltdowns before they start? Emotional 
explosions come from out of the blue…and they turn happy couples into strangers. Learn how to live 
more peacefully with your spouse by understanding his or her communication style. 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday, May 10: Understanding the Scope of Human Trafficking 

 

Next time on “Focus on the Family,” Nita Belles [Bells] shines a light on human trafficking, sharing 

stories of people rescued from terrible situations. She provides practical ways to help trafficked 

victims and gives you tools to effectively protect your children. 

 

Thursday-Friday, May 11-12: Liberating Yourself from the Common Myths of Motherhood – l & II 

 

In a world full of Pinterest and Facebook, as a mom, you may feel…well, less than perfect. On the 

next “Focus on the Family,” Karen Ehman [EE-muhn] and Ruth Schwenk [SHWINK] will do some 

mommy myth-busting and help you embrace your identity as a mom. 

 

Monday, May 15: Forgiving the Past, Embracing the Future 

 

With God’s help, you can forgive those who have wounded you, and live a life of freedom. On the next 

“Focus on the Family,” hear one woman’s powerful story of forgiving her abusive parents and how you 

can begin the forgiveness process in your own life. 

 

 

Tuesday, May 16: Embracing Imperfections in Your Marriage - I 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” Mark and Jill Savage open up about their own imperfect 

marriage — how they’ve tried to change each other, struggled with emotional intimacy, and needed 

counseling to work through their conflict. Don’t miss this refreshing look at common challenges in 

marriage. 

 

 

Wednesday, May 17: Embracing Imperfections in Your Marriage - II 

 



How would you respond if your spouse said, “I’m leaving you?” Next time on “Focus on the 

Family,” Mark and Jill Savage experienced that heart-breaking situation, and there was only one 

thing Jill could do — pray. Join us for a powerful program about reconciliation and healing. 

 

Thursday-Friday, May 18-19: Encouraging Dads to be Heroes – I & II 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” Pediatrician Dr. Meg Meeker provides great insights to encourage 

any father to strengthen his relationship with his kids. She’ll provide solid advice on communication, 

listening, guiding and spending time with your kids. It’s a helpful crash course in “Dads 101” 

 

Monday, May 22: Understanding Your Teen’s Brain - I 

 

You CAN understand your teen…and how they think! On the next “Focus on the Family,” you’ll learn 

what’s going on in your teen’s brain from a neurological perspective, how to understand your teens 

emotions, and the impact of puberty and hormones on them. 

 

Tuesday, May 23: Understanding Your Teen’s Brain - II 

 

Your teen’s brain is rapidly growing and developing, and they need your compassion. On the next 

“Focus on the Family,” we’ll take a look at brain science and why conversations often result in conflict, 

how to adjust expectations, what to do with a disrespectful teen, and how to help your teen navigate 

peer pressure. 

 

Wednesday, May 24: Learning to Relish Life with Your Spouse 

 

Finding joy and contentment every day is as simple as cherishing the moments you’ve been given. 

Next time on “Focus on the Family,” Alexandra Kuykendall [KIR-kin-dahl] shares her results of her 

nine-month experiment to rekindle her love of ordinary life. From making time to date her husband to 

supporting each other’s dreams, you’ll learn how you can embrace life together. 

 



Thursday, May 25: God Uses Cracked Pots - I 

 

Emotions can hold you hostage. On the next “Focus on the Family”, Patsy Clairmont explains how her 

emotions cut her off from the outside world, and how she learned to deal with her feelings using 

Scripture, godly friends, and a willingness to LET GO of the past. 

 

 

 

 

Friday, May 26: God Uses Cracked Pots - II 

 

When you walk with God, other people will know it. On the next “Focus on the Family,” author and 

speaker Patsy Clairmont will share stories that illustrate how God can reach out and touch your life…and 

the lives of those around you. 

 

Monday, May 29: Honoring the Fallen on Memorial Day 

 

They sacrificed – for your freedoms. On the next “Focus on the Family,” a special Memorial Day tribute 

to those who have given the ultimate sacrifice on the battlefield, so that we can enjoy life in America 

today. Jim Daly and John Fuller weave through your stories of loved ones who served our country – 

and died in the process. 

 

 

Tuesday, May 30: Creating a Safe Family Where Your Children Can Thrive - I 

 

Most parents understand the need for physical safety. But is your home emotionally safe, as well? Next 

time on “Focus on the Family,” we’ll help you better understand what motivates your children, and 

how a loving and affirming home will improve their behavior in dramatic ways! 

 

 



Wednesday, May 31: Creating a Safe Family Where Your Children Can Thrive - II 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” we’ll examine four characteristics that every family needs to raise 

safe and healthy kids — protection, exploration, grace and truth. The tough job for parents is keeping all 

four of those in balance! 

 

 

Thursday, June 1: When God Allows Suffering - I 

 

What do you do when God doesn’t provide healing? On the next “Focus on the Family,” Joni 

Eareckson Tada [JOHN-ee ERIC-son TODD-a] shares the lessons that she has learned after 50 years as 

a quadriplegic, enduring years of chronic pain, and even a bout with breast cancer. 

 

Friday, June 2: When God Allows Suffering - II 

 

Can you find happiness in the midst of physical or emotional trials? You can if your joy comes in Christ! 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” Joni Eareckson Tada [JOHN-ee ERIC-son TODD-a] shares an 

inspirational message on how she has overcome years of chronic pain and breast cancer, all during her 

50 years in a wheelchair. 

 

Monday, June 5: The Importance of Leaving and Cleaving 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” Ted Cunningham provides wisdom for newlyweds and their 

parents about the importance of separating emotionally, relationally, and financially from your 

family of origin in order to form a strong bond with your new spouse. You’ll learn how to honor 

your parents, while also enjoying the oneness of marriage. 

 

Tuesday, June 6: Parenting Your Tween and Teen with Respect - I 

 



You can develop a great relationship with your tween or teen! On the next “Focus on the Family,” you’ll 

learn about the importance of communicating with your spouse about parenting styles, the impact that 

your childhood has on your parenting, and how you can focus on God’s vision for your teen. 

 

Wednesday, June 7: Parenting Your Tween and Teen with Respect - ll 

 

If you ask through prayer, God will give you grace when it comes to parenting your teen! On the next 

“Focus on the Family,” learn how to communicate respect and stop nagging, how to pause and let 

emotions calm down, and the importance of separating your identity from your teen’s behavior. 

 

Thursday-Friday, June 8-9: Finishing Strong – I & II 

 

Stuart and Jill Briscoe are in their eighties, but that doesn’t keep them from pressing on and being 

productive. On the next “Focus on the Family,” they’ll encourage you to maximize your golden years 

and to make eternal investments in your children, grandchildren and others. 

 

 

Monday, June 12: Becoming the Woman God Made Me to Be 

 

Growing up, Linda was sure she was supposed to be a boy. Next time on “Focus on the Family,” hear 

about a woman’s gender confusion that she couldn’t reveal to her family, friends, or the Christian 

ministry where she worked. But then God’s love intervened, helping Linda embrace her femininity. 

 

 

Tuesday, June 13: Developing Godly Character in Your Child 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” Korie Robertson, of A&E’s Duck Dynasty, shares her heart for raising 

kids with strong, godly character and some fun family stories of the Robertson clan. She encourages you 

to be consistent and intentional as you instill solid, admirable traits in your children. 



 

Wednesday, June 14: Honoring Men and Women of Courage 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family”… former President George W. Bush has devoted much of his time to 

men and women of the Armed Forces—encouraging wounded warriors, and painting their portraits as a 

way of honoring them. Jim Daly will sit down with the former president to learn more about how these 

men and women have inspired him since leaving office almost a decade ago. 

 

 

 

 

Thursday, June 15: Trusting God in All Things - I 

 

Ernie Johnson Jr. is the award-winning TV host of Inside the NBA. But more than that, he’s a husband 

and the father of six children. On the next “Focus on the Family,” Ernie shares tender memories of his 

father and his lasting, positive influence. 

 

 

 

Friday, June 16: Trusting God in All Things - II 

 

“Bring him home.” That’s what sportscaster Ernie Johnson said to his wife on the phone, when they 

adopted a special needs child from Romania. On the next “Focus on the Family,” you’ll hear the 

incredible, heartwarming story of Michael Johnson, and how he has inspired so many people, including 

his proud mom and dad. 

 

 

 

 

 



Monday, June 19: How to Have a Happier Husband 

 

Small, positive, daily steps over time can restore the fun and passion in your marriage! On the next 

“Focus on the Family,” Kathi Lipp shares how you can look for the best in your marriage, be your 

husband’s friend, by participating in side-by-side activities, and the impact that your prayers have on his 

life.  

 

Tuesday, June 20: Finding an Escape from Sexual Addiction - I 

 

Next time on “Focus on the Family,” a man describes his desperate 13-year addiction to 

pornography. How it ensnared his heart, and led to a double life at school, in dating relationships, 

and as a follower of Jesus Christ.  

 

 

Wednesday, June 21: Finding an Escape from Sexual Addiction - II 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family,” you’ll hear the story of one man’s secret, 13-year addiction to 

pornography — and how it almost destroyed his marriage. But God stepped in to transform his heart 

and heal the relationship with his wife.  

 

Thursday-Friday, June 22-23: Authentic Christianity: Counting the Cost – I & II 

 

We can go along with the culture…or we can change it by living authentic Christian lives. On the next 

“Focus on the Family,” Bible teacher Ray Vander Laan [LON] inspires us to serve the broken world 

around us, rather than focusing on ourselves, as he shares the example of Paul and Silas in the New 

Testament.  

 

 

 



Monday, June 26: Words of Kindness, Source of Healing 

 

Are your words a GIFT to your friends and family? On the next “Focus on the Family,” author and 

speaker Florence Littauer [LIT-tower] describes how encouraging words can be a great comfort to 

those who are hurting.  

 

 

Tuesday-Wednesday, June 27-28: Embracing the Messiness of Parenting – I & II 

 

Most of the time, parenting is messy. On the next “Focus on the Family,” Jim and Jean Daly offer 

hope and encouragement to parents who may be less-than-perfect, with stories of their own chaotic 

parenting journey. It’s a great reminder of God’s grace in the midst of raising kids.  

 

Thursday, June 29: Hope for Every Marriage - l 

 

Warning signs in traffic are easy to spot, but in marriage…that’s not always the case. On the next “Focus 

on the Family,” Jeff Scruggs tells how his wife, out of the blue, asked for a divorce. He never saw it 

coming. Their story will help you to protect your own relationship. 

 

 

Friday, June 30: Hope for Every Marriage - ll 

 

On the next “Focus on the Family”…everyone knows someone whose marriage has fallen apart. Maybe 

it’s happened to you. If you’re divorced, wondering if you could ever reconcile, find out how Jeff and 

Cheryl Scruggs did it, after seven years apart. 



 

Keep the Faith 

 

 

April 2, 2017 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

 

Hour 1 

 

The phrase “I’ll think about it,” is probably one of the most popular things ever said by a parent or a 

boss. And it has its place. But Dee Ann Turner says it’s often just used as a stall tactic, and that’s a 

problem.   

  

There’s something powerful about a life well lived, in fact it can say more than our words. It was true for 

Lee and Leslie Strobel. Their story is told in a brand new movie, “The Case for Christ.” It was Leslie's 

patience and prayers that helped Lee through his own faith journey. 

 

Hour 2 

 

Showing love can be inconvenient, even uncomfortable. But it’s always wonderful. Kevin Laue was the 

first person to play division 1 college basketball without an arm. But it was in watching other kids in high 

school, that he saw first-hand how showing love can inspire everyone. 

  

It can be easy to get into a pattern in relationships where you just exist with the other person. This 

probably isn't a surprise. If you want your relationship to grow, there has to be more than just getting 

by. KeepTheFaith’s Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam tells us how to have stronger bonds with those 

around you.    

 

Hour 3 

 

It can be so easy to get wrapped up in worries and fears for the future, that we can forget to live in the 

now. KeepTheFaith's Confidence Coach Trish Blackwell says we can focus on the now because we know 

who's in control of our future.   

  

It’s been said that “hard work spotlights the character of people. Some turn up their sleeves, some turn 

up their noses, and some don’t turn up at all.” David Benham and his twin brother Jason have formed 

seven companies. They share their secrets like producing more value than you take in pay.   

  

Hour 4 



  

It happens to all of us. We find ourselves getting discontented. We can easily miss the really good things 

that we do have in our lives right now. Robert D. Smith shares how we can make the most of every 

moment and blessings we already have. 

  

What if our challenges were actually gifts? Rebekah Lyons is finding that to be true. She’s the mom of 

three and her oldest, Cade, is a special young man with Down Syndrome.    

  

Hour 5 

  

We often work so that one day we can retire. But not TobyMac. Toby’s latest album includes a 

passionate song called “Til the Day I Die.”    

  

Maybe you hear them, the ghosts of past mistakes. Tim Storey has. Today he’s a successful “Comeback 

Coach” and inspirational speaker. 

 

April 9, 2017 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

 

Hour 1 

 

Forgiveness as a concept is something that can be easy to get behind. However, sometimes things 

happen to you in life that can feel completely unforgivable. KeepTheFaith’s Relationship Chef Dr. Joe 

Beam shares a recipe that can lead to reconciliation and forgiveness.   

  

It’s been said that “the only person you are destined to become is the person you decide to be.” That’s 

Jen Bricker’s story. She was born without legs, but has never once let that get in her way.   

 

Hour 2 

 

It can be easy to think of movies as mindless entertainment, but can movies actually mean so much 

more? MovieGuide is an international family guide to movies and entertainment. It’s founder and 

publisher is Dr. Ted Baehr and each year, he recognizes the good in Hollywood with the MovieGuide 

awards. 

  

It’s a true gift to have people in your life who will stick by you through thick and thin. Brooke Ligertwood 

has found that in Hillsong. She’s a member of Hillsong Worship, who has a new album called “Let There 

Be Light.” But Hillsong is also her church...and in many ways her family.   

 

Hour 3 

 



“Where do I even begin?” Jennifer Rothschild has asked that question a lot! She lost her eyesight as a 

teenager. She says sometimes, you just need to roll up your sleeves and jump in. 

  

Life can be full of surprising twists and turns…should we embrace them, or run the other way? Shannon 

DeGarmo’s life has been full of those unexpected moments and what she’s learned may help you when 

things don’t go as planned. 

  

Hour 4 

  

While the Easter bunny and eggs, and all those traditions can be fun, Steve Brown reminds us that it’s 

about so much more than that.   

  

As a stand-up comedian, John Crist puts himself out there every day with the possibility that his work 

will fall flat. He says the key to overcoming failure is to simply get back up, and try again.   

  

Hour 5 

  

It’s been said that “one of the sincerest forms of respect is to actually listen to someone.” Well, if you’re 

like most, it’s a lot easier to talk and ask others to be quiet! John Fuller is one of the Vice Presidents at 

Focus on the Family, and the co-host of their daily show.   

  

When we run, run, run, it’s easy to think about the things we’re gaining, but when was the last time you 

stopped to think about what you might be losing? Nicole Johnson had lost connection. She opens up 

about the consequences of that, and the decision she made to turn it around. 

 

April 16, 2017 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

 

Hour 1 

 

It’s hard to step towards the future when you’re still holding onto the past. It’s something we all deal 

with, but Dave Burchett is finding ways to let go. 

  

What if that crazy idea…isn’t so crazy? What if it’s life changing? Reverend Percy McCray sees it happen 

all the time. He’s the director of faith based programs at Cancer Treatment Centers of America, and he 

shares his story. 

 

Hour 2 

 

As we celebrate hope today, you may be having trouble working up a smile. It’s just been hard for you. 

Max Lucado understands.   



  

It’s been said that “with love, the impossible becomes possible.” As adoptive parents themselves, Steven 

Curtis Chapman and his wife Mary Beth are passionate about finding “forever families” for kids all over 

the world. One of those kids showed them the true power of love. 

 

Hour 3 

 

Happiness is a feeling…but in many ways, Kristi Watts has discovered that it’s also a choice. She’s a 

former co-host of “The 700 Club,” and author. After her husband left, she found herself in a tough place 

in life. 

  

It’s not always easy, but there’s a reason the saying has stuck around all these years. Honesty is always 

the best policy. Michael Rakeman is one of the founders of Fellowship Home Loans, and had that truth 

modeled for him. 

  

Hour 4 

  

We may not have all the talents and abilities we want. But even so, we sometimes discover a special gift 

just for us. Tahni Cullen’s son, Josiah, has autism spectrum disorder, and to this day, can’t talk. But Tahni 

says he certainly has a voice.   

  

Relationships can be filled with challenges. So sometimes it helps to get an expert’s perspective. 

KeepTheFaith’s Relationship chef, Dr. Joe Beam, loves to “cook up” recipes to help you have better 

relationships, whether married, dating, or just friends. 

  

Hour 5 

  

Sometimes we get tunnel vision and miss the opportunities around us to make a difference. Tim Storey 

was reminded of that recently.   

  

It’s okay to take a deep breath. We’ve all been there…just exhausted by life. Is this how it has to be? 

KeepTheFaith’s Confidence Coach Trish Blackwell can help. 

 

April 23, 2017 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

Hour 1 

 

We tend to hate our weaknesses, seeing them as an embarrassment and avoiding them at all costs. Joni 

Eareckson Tada was a vibrant, athletic teenager before a diving accident took away the use of her arms 

and legs. Now, she has a ministry that shows love to people with disabilities all over the world. 

  



The world can be a noisy place. Our friend Steve Brown is a master encourager and he has found a way 

to be heard without increasing the volume of our voices. 

 

Hour 2 

 

Sometimes it is natural to draw back from others, but it can become a trap. KeepTheFaith’s Confidence 

Coach Trish Blackwell has experienced her own dark seasons.   

 

We’re all faced with obstacles in our lives from time to time that appear to be gigantic. Well, Reverend 

Percy McCray has found a strategy to help. He shares how getting to where you want to be, might just 

involve focusing on the right things.     

 

Hour 3 

 

Someone once said that “It’s not about you.” David Salyers has the passion and experience to help 

people find ways to live a meaningful life. One of the things he says he’s learned is that happiness isn’t 

defined…by what we keep. 

  

To build a better relationship, sometimes we need an expert, and sometimes…we don’t. KeepTheFaith’s 

Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam is the expert. His daughter Angel is not…but in this case, she’s the 

teacher. 

  

Hour 4 

  

As soon as we buy the phone, the house, or the TV...the countdown begins…until the upgrade. 

Contentment is so hard to find sometimes. And as Dan Wilt found out, you can run into the struggle 

anywhere.   

  

It’s been said that our kids are really just future adults, and we raise them to be able to handle life 

without us. It’s so hard sometimes to know when to protect them from pain and when to let go. Besides 

being a music legend, Amy Grant is a mom of five. Through it all, she’s learning to find peace in the 

tension.   

  

Hour 5 

  

We often live up to the expectations others have for us. So when Jen Bricker was born without legs, no 

one expected great things…except her parents. Jen shares how her parent’s attitude towards her 

limitations made all the difference. 

  

When we mess up, it would be great to have a hole to jump into and escape the stares of everyone 

around us. But sometimes, there’s no hole…there’s a spotlight. Max Lucado shares how it can be tough 

to move beyond our mistakes and find acceptance. But when it happens...it’s powerful. 



 

 

April 30, 2017 - ISSUE: RELATIONSHIPS & MARRIAGE 

Hour 1 

 

You can be there, without actually being there. And it usually happens when we’re just so busy. Rachel 

Macy Stafford is on a journey to change things, and shares some things that have worked for her.    

  

When you look in the mirror, maybe you don’t like what you’re seeing. Well Reverend Percy McCray 

says that maybe it’s time for a new identity.   

 

Hour 2 

 

How healthy are your gums? Craig Groeschel says it’s a question you may want to ask yourself if you 

want to be more successful. He’s the founder of Life Church and he shares how small habits help set the 

direction of our days. 

 

When we face verbal abuse from others, it can be easy to just believe their words to be true instead of 

recognizing that we do have value. Trish Blackwell is KeepTheFaith’s Confidence Coach and she has 

some advice. 

 

Hour 3 

 

With so many voices trying to influence us towards one idea or another, it can be easy to lose sight of 

the truth of God. Our friend Steve Brown has a reminder of how to find God’s truth amidst the noise. 

  

Someone once said, “Life becomes easier when you learn to accept the apology you never got.” Pamela 

Capone was abandoned as a child. She opens up about the hurt, her healing as a young adult, and what 

forgiveness literally looks like.   

  

Hour 4 

  

We all face decisions every day. Will we face them with fear…or trust? For Britt Nicole, a decision that 

changed the whole course of her life was whether or not to go to college…or instead, chase the dream.   

  

Nothing stings quite as hard as betrayal from a trusted friend…but can you still find a way to forgive 

even when an apology is nowhere to be found? Kevin Laue lost his dad at an early age and was born 

without a full left arm. Kevin would soon find out though, that challenges just keep coming.   

  

Hour 5 

  



No one ever promised us that parenting would be easy, but some days are most definitely harder than 

others. Our friend Andy Andrews says when it comes to raising kids, our culture has it a bit backwards.   

  

When you take time to encourage someone else, it’s amazing how encouraged you end up feeling. Tim 

Storey is a motivational speaker, author, and world renowned comeback coach, and he shares his story. 
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Hour 1 

 

When we fail, what happens after says more about us than the failure itself. David Salyers is on a 

mission to help us overcome our failures and build extraordinary homes and workplaces.   

  

It’s been said that “All great love stories have one thing in common. You have to go against the odds to 

get there.” That’s certainly true for Nick Vujicic. Nick often wondered how his disability would affect 

their marriage, but as he and his wife have found out, love can overcome all. 

 

Hour 2 

 

God likes some jobs better than others. Or does He? David Green is the founder and CEO of Hobby 

Lobby. David shares the principles he’s learned from a lifetime of success in his new book, “Giving It All 

Away and Getting It All Back Again."    

 

Maybe you’ve been there…just so overwhelmed that you don’t even know where to begin. Nicole 

Johnson says there’s a valuable lesson we can learn from those who lived through World War II. 

 

Hour 3 

 

Even when it seems like you’ve exhausted all of your options, there’s always an endless supply of hope. 

Reverend Percy McCray remembers how Gloria’s family leaned not only on medicine, but on prayer.     

  

So there are situations you look back on and wish you’d handled them differently. Well, you’re not alone 

and there’s hope. Shannon DeGarmo is a wife and mom who’s learning to bounce back every day. 

  

Hour 4 

  

Some days we need help. Some days we are the help. There can be joy in both. Just ask Kerri Pomarolli. 

Even though she loves to laugh, there have been moments in her life that were far from funny. 

  

A lot of times we offer praise as a result, not as an expectation. Steve Brown is a best-selling author and 



radio host with an encouraging story to share. 

  

Hour 5 

 

It’s amazing how making a decision to invest in another person’s life can change their world and yours 

too. Jim Bradford has written a book called “The Awakening of HK Derryberry.” HK is blind and has 

cerebral palsy. When he was nine he met Jim, an empty nester who made a simple decision to try a new 

place for coffee. 

  

If you spend any time at all around people, someone’s going to do or say something that bugs you. So 

what’s the best response? It’s something Michael W. Smith has thought a lot about. Despite having a 

couple dozen albums and a treasure trove of awards, not everyone treats him with respect. 
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Hour 1 

 

It’s truly special when we know that we matter enough for someone to be there for us. Country music 

superstar Reba McEntire has reached the heights of 16 number one albums and over 40 number one 

songs. Before all that Reba found her greatest encourager close to home. 

  

It’s a rite of passage for many children; spending a week away from home in the great outdoors at 

summer camp. All too often children that have a parent in prison don’t get that life changing experience. 

Prison Fellowship’s Angel Tree Camping helps thousands of kids get to camp each year including Sydney. 

Her whole world changed when her father was sent to prison. 

 

Hour 2 

 

If you’re discouraged today, struggling to find meaning in your life, there is hope for a better tomorrow. 

Just ask Nazareth.   

 

Change in our relationships can bring pain, and sometimes that pain is sudden. But it doesn’t have to 

have the last word. KeepTheFaith’s Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam prepares recipes each week to help 

us find hope and healing with the most important people in our lives.   

 

Hour 3 

 

David Green started Hobby Lobby in his garage with only $600. Now, 47 years later they have close to 

800 stores and are in almost every state. With those impressive numbers it would be easy to think that 

legacy revolves around business or financial accomplishments. But David has a different way of 

thinking.    



  

It’s easy to coast along and live at the level our circumstances. Our friend Tim Storey has a different 

view. His mom taught him an important lesson about rising above no matter where you are in life. 

  

Hour 4 

  

A life lived for others is truly meaningful. KeepTheFaith special contributor Scott Valentine witnessed it 

first-hand. He and his co-host Sam Kelly encourage thousands each day on their radio show. Sam is the 

mother of a child with Down Syndrome and Scott saw love and concern for others modeled from a very 

young age. 

  

When we go through things like a job loss, relationship trouble, or a health struggle, peace, can seem far 

away. Max Lucado says we can find real peace in the middle of life’s storms. 

  

Hour 5 

 

Our mother's influence often lasts a lifetime. That’s true for our friend Steve Brown. His mother's 

influence has guided him as he’s encouraged countless others.  

  

If you look at those who are successful, they’re not necessarily smarter or more talented. A lot of times, 

they just refused to give up. Kevin Sorbo has found that to be true. As a teenager, caddying at a country 

club golf course, Kevin learned a valuable lesson. 
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Hour 1 

 

We all have to ask ourselves that question: Forgetting what I look like, forgetting what I can do, can I be 

loved for simply who I am? Nick Vujicic was born with no arms and no legs and that question was big.    

 

There are many children who go through a lot of horrible circumstances early in life, some of whom 

have at least one parent in prison. That’s Palmer’s story and he was heading down a very dark path with 

little hope when he attended a camp through Prison Fellowship’s Angel Tree Camping.   

 

Hour 2 

 

You can’t always control your circumstances, but you can control your thoughts, and Reverend Percy 

McCray says that can be key when facing a challenge. 

  

They don’t carry it at the pharmacy, but laughter is a wonderful prescription when we’re feeling down. 

Maybe too often though, your cupboard feels empty. Nick Arnette would love to help.   



 

Hour 3 

 

When we’re going through difficult times, there are a lot of places we can go to find encouragement and 

healing. Country music superstar Reba McEntire has discovered the power music can have in those 

circumstances.    

  

When we’ve poured our lives into someone and they still fail, it can feel like it’s all our fault. Our friend 

Tim Storey looks at it differently.  Tim is a life coach and while many of those he works with have seen 

successful turn arounds, that’s not always the case.   

  

Hour 4 

  

You may have heard someone say at some point “there’s no way that Jesus could ever love a person like 

me.” Steve Brown wants to dispel that notion. 

  

If you want to find success, maybe the key is to not make it about you. David Green is the founder and 

CEO of Hobby Lobby. In a time when many stores are closing, David shares the principles that have 

allowed them to buck the trend.   

  

Hour 5 

 

Broken relationships…bad habits…the best way to deal with them is to just sweep them under the rug 

and ignore them, right? Not so fast…Shannon DeGarmo is learning to bounce back, and sometimes that 

means dealing with past mistakes. 

  

“Help!” Why is it so hard to say? Laura Story's husband Martin has several disabilities brought on by a 

brain tumor. She gives so much every day, but is learning the value of receiving. 
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Hour 1 

 

Nobody goes to school for it. When it comes to parenting, you simply do the best you can each day. 

Shannon DeGarmo is a wife and mom who is bouncing back through the good and bad.   

  

Maybe you feel like the weight of the world is on your shoulders and you just need some hope today. 

David Green is the founder and CEO of Hobby Lobby. There was a time when their future was in 

jeopardy. David tells his story. 

 



Hour 2 

 

They’ve got it all together. It’s easy to think that when you see the polished presentation of others. 

Steve Brown was reminded of the things we share in a place you don’t go every day.      

  

It’s a short, simple question…but one without a short, simple answer. “Why?!” Maybe you’ve wondered 

that when things have gone wrong. Kevin Laue’s journey was long and changed drastically in one day, a 

day that began to take shape when his phone rang. 

 

Hour 3 

 

A wise person once said, “I may not be there yet, but I’m closer than I was yesterday.” Perseverance…it’s 

something KeepTheFaith’s Confidence Coach Trish Blackwell has turned into a lifestyle. 

  

It’s been said that “change is a simple word with a difficult meaning.” That’s especially true if it’s change 

you don’t want. Reverend Percy McCray helps people face it every day as the director of faith based 

programs at Cancer Treatment Centers of America.   

  

Hour 4 

  

A disability? Sometimes our weaknesses reveal amazing abilities. Just ask HK Derryberry, a young man 

who is blind and has cerebral palsy. HK is one of only a handful of people in the world who can 

remember every detail of his life.   

  

It’s been said that “honesty has a power very few people can handle.” But if you can, the rewards are 

endless. KeepTheFaith’s Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam says that honesty is the best policy, and it’s also 

a pretty good recipe.  

  

Hour 5 

 

The road to success is often paved with failure and it’s easy to get our feet stuck there. But Bob Goff has 

learned how to move forward.  

  

Sometimes we forget that prayer is a two-way conversation. It’s something Reba McEntire has thought a 

lot about. Her song “Pray for Peace” showed her the value of listening to God.    
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Hour 1 

 

If you had nothing to lose, would it change the way you approach life? Our friend Steve Brown says he’s 



at a point in life where he’s not out to impress people, but he does have something he loves to share. 

  

If we could only sit here all day and think about what might have been. The thought has popped into 

Kevin Laue’s mind too. He overcame the odds to become the first person to play division 1 college 

basketball with only one full arm. So what if he had two? 

 

Hour 2 

 

Whether it’s ourselves or someone we know, we’ve all had to deal in some way with cancer. Reverend 

Percy McCray shares hope for those who feel like the future is bleak. 

  

My life would be so much better if only they would…the list that could fill that blank is nearly endless. 

KeepTheFaith’s Relationship Chef Dr. Joe Beam says maybe it’s not others that need to change. 

 

Hour 3 

 

The busyness of life can dull our sense of wonder. The distractions can get even bigger when balancing a 

family and a successful entertainment career. Country music legend Reba McEntire says that even with 

all the demands, she takes time to find the awe inspiring moments. 

  

Fear has been defined by some as false expectations appearing real. Worrying about those expectations 

can be paralyzing. Devon Franklin is an award winning Hollywood producer and he shares how he 

handles it. 

  

Hour 4 

  

Some say legacy is what you leave for people. David Green believes it’s what you leave in people. He 

shares about a piece of paper that says, “I own Hobby Lobby, signed God.” 

  

We want to be a good friend and help those we care about through times of pain. The tricky thing is, 

there’s a right way and a wrong way. Esther Fleece shares about what she has discovered. 

  

Hour 5 

 

It’s been said that “an obstacle is often a stepping stone.” That’s been true for Jennifer Rothschild. Her 

son Connor has noticed. Jennifer is blind and Connor shares how it’s affected their family in unique and 

positive ways. 

  

At times, we find ourselves running down a road without a happy ending…but we don’t know until it’s 

too late. When it comes to the frantic lives we live, Nicole Johnson is sounding the alarm. 
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Hour 1 

 

Many people long for finding that love that will last a lifetime, but what do you do when you lose your 

love? Dr. Joe Beam is KeepTheFaith’s Relationship Chef and he has many proven relationship recipes.   

  

Sometimes, one simple change makes a huge difference in life. Andy Andrews tells us how to make this 

change. 

 

Hour 2 

 

When a spotlight is shining on your life, you become an easy target for hurtful words. Colton Dixon’s 

latest CD is called “Identity,” but looking back, Colton’s experience on American Idol helped him discover 

the full impact of being in the spotlight. 

  

Sometimes, the most inspiring gifts in life come in disguise. Just ask Jim Bradford. His special friendship 

with HK Derryberry has changed both of them. You see, HK is blind and has cerebral palsy.  And Jim is 

almost 50 years older.   

  

Hour 3 

 

Managing expectations for yourself can be a challenge. Anthony Evans has felt this pressure personally 

and he shares his experience. 

  

Sometimes instead of turning the other cheek, we want to respond with anger. Steve Brown says that 

how you respond all depends on where your priorities really are in life. 

  

Hour 4 

  

So you have a dream, but absolutely no idea where to start. Devon Franklin’s dream started with a 

simple decision to just go for it, and understand that to be great, sometimes you have to be least.   

  

We hear it all the time…it’s what’s inside that counts. Sometimes though, you want to look pretty on the 

outside too. As a child, Shannon DeGarmo’s dad taught her how to feel pretty on the inside and out.   

  

Hour 5 

 

Bad news can make you feel powerless and very much hopeless. For Julianna Zobrist, a Christian singer 

and wife of major league baseball player Ben Zobrist, she was able to turn the bad news about a friend 



into something more hopeful. 

  

It's been said that "there is nothing so strong as gentleness, and nothing so gentle as real strength." That 

pretty much sums up being a parent. With Father's Day coming up, our good friend Joe Battaglia has 

written a book called "Father’s Say," highlighting how a father’s words can shape the future of his 

children. 
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Hour 1 

 

The Green family has been working together for almost 50 years. In that time, they’ve seen their 

company, Hobby Lobby, grow by leaps and bounds. CEO David Green founded the business and, now, 

his son Steve Green is President. But he had to earn every bit of that title!   

  

While we all know that parenthood can be a lot of hard work, if you ask Wink Martindale, it’s more like a 

wonderful journey. Wink is one of the most iconic TV game show hosts of all time. His real claim to fame 

is that of his role as “Dad.”  Wink shares a special KeepTheFaith exclusive story in celebration of 

Fatherhood. 

 

Hour 2 

 

It’s been said that “anyone can be a father. It takes someone special to be a dad.” Our friend Shannon 

DeGarmo raised her kids for several years alone after her first husband left. But, Shannon learned to 

bounce back. And, so did her kids, with the help of a special someone.   

  

God first, family second, work third. Those are priorities you don’t hear every day, but they’re exactly 

what has made David Green the father and leader his family admires.   

 

Hour 3 

 

We often live up to the expectations others have for us. So when Jen Bricker was born without legs, no 

one expected great things….except her parents. They chose Jen, adopting her as a baby. Jen shares how 

her parents’ attitude towards her limitations made all the difference. 

  

When it comes to parenting, sometimes you just learn as you go. Just ask Andy Andrews. His new book 

is called “The Little Things,” which even applies to being a dad.    

  

Hour 4 

  

When it’s all said and done, what are you most proud of? Bob Goff says that career achievements and 



fame don’t really matter that much. So what are his greatest accomplishments?   

  

Sometimes it’s the everyday moments that make the biggest impact. Lauren Green McAfee shares about 

her dad, Steve, who’s the President of Hobby Lobby. They work together now getting the Museum of 

the Bible in Washington, D.C. ready for its grand opening later this year, but her best memory of him has 

nothing to do with work.   

  

Hour 5 

 

You can never really underestimate the power a dad can have when he’s just there. Dr. Meg Meeker 

sees it all the time. She’s one of the nation’s most trusted parenting experts, and a best-selling author 

with a new book called “Hero,” something she believes every dad can be.   

  

Craig Johnson is a pastor at Lakewood Church in Houston. He and his wife Samantha founded the first 

Champions Club, which is a ministry for those with special needs. He stepped inside the room on what 

was in many ways a normal Sunday, but what he experienced was extraordinary. 
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Hour 1 

 

There’s the image we try to present on the outside, but who are you deep down? Van Moody gets to the 

bottom of identity in his book, “The I Factor:  How Building a Great Relationship with Yourself is the Key 

to a Happy Successful Life.” 

  

Rush here, dash there, life can be all go, go, go! KeepTheFaith’s Confidence Coach Trish Blackwell, is no 

stranger to the feeling. Even though she keeps busy inspiring others, she’s found a path to sanity. 

 

Hour 2 

 

Corrie Ten Boom once said “Hold everything in your hands lightly, otherwise it hurts when God pries 

your fingers open.” Steve Brown can relate, and maybe you can too. 

  

One of the great things about love is its ability to overcome huge differences. Heather Avis' kids are 

different than most, but one thing about them is very much the same…the desire to be loved 

unconditionally. 

  

Hour 3 

 

Building lasting relationships is never easy. Dr. Joe Beam is KeepTheFaith’s Relationship Chef and he has 

found many key ingredients to make them work. Joe says we can do things to help improve our 



relationships, and it’s as easy to remember as PIES. 

  

So much to do and so little time. But where do you draw the line? Rachel Macy Stafford is the NY Times 

best-selling author of “Hands Free Mama.” She says she found balance the hard way. 

  

Hour 4 

  

It’s amazing how one positive decision can have a ripple effect and encourage thousands of others! HK 

Derryberry is blind and has cerebral palsy. HK’s story almost never started. When his mother, Mary, was 

expecting him, she was in a terrible car accident. 

  

Allowing ourselves to grow into the unique individuals we’re designed to be can be hard if we’re always 

comparing ourselves to others. Just ask Maria Goff. While it would be easy to slip into comparison, she 

believes it’s better to appreciate our own gifts. 

   

Hour 5 

 

If we never worried, we’d have longer fingernails, and probably a lot more joy. When she was a 

teenager, Riley Snyder started her own organization called Generation Next. They help kids in Africa and 

here at home with hygiene products, and school supplies. She shares how God has been there every 

step of the way. 

  

Life is full of choices. New York Times best-selling author Craig Groeschel is no stranger to making 

decisions. He and his team at Life Church are known for being innovative. Craig shares how choices build 

on one another, including one he made while he was in college. 


